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Norsk Shetland Sheepdog Klubb 

Frya Leir 8-9/6-13 

Dommer: Joanne Hardy, UK 

Antall stilte: 10 valper,  73 voksne, derav 4 veteraner 

 
Valper 

 
4 - 6 Måneder Hannhund 

 
Nr 1 4-6 mnd, 1BHK. BIM 

Poulsgaard's Hot Shot DK01262/2013, 07/01/13, Sobel E: Tove W. Poulsgaard O: Tove W. 

Poulsgaard, Danmark (Int DK Uch Poulsgaard's Ironside - Poulsgaard's Coco Chanel) Sable baby of 5 

months.  Pleasing breed type.  Head balanced and refined, just needs to flatten in skull.  Earset 

correct.  Pleasing eye shape, dark with excellent pigmentation.  Would prefer more underjaw.  Neck 

of good length.  Exellent upper arm.  Adequate shoulder.  Good depth of chest.  Nicely balanced all 

through.  Pleasing topline.  Correct sweep over croup.  Correct bend of stifle.  Tailset correct and of 

excellent length.  Enough bone for size.  Richly coloured.  Well presented.  A little unsettled on the 

move, but covered the ground sufficiently for such a young baby.   

 

Nr 2 4-6 mnd 

Mellsjøhøgda's New Speciality NO33444/13, 15/01/13, E: Sissel Tangnes, Vilde Tangnes O: Tangnes 

Sissel, Olsen Johannes, 2608 Lillehammer (Mellsjøhøgda's Countryboy - Mellsjøhøgda's Wanna Be 

Special) Sable baby of pleasing type.  Balanced refined head.  Lacks a little stop at present.  Neat  

earset and carriage.  Pleasing underjaw.  Adequate neck.  Adquate shoulder and upper arm.  Good 

depth of chest.  Well balanced and proportioned.  Level topline.  Correct sweep over loin.  Pleasing 

hind angulation.  Good feet.  Correct tailset and excellent length.  Lovely colour. Well presented. 

Typical movement for age.  Happy baby.  Good showman. 

6 - 9 Måneder Hannhund 

Nr 1 6-9 mnd 

La-Min-So's Putti Plutti Pott NO55939/12, 30/09/12, E: Schjølberg, Vera O: Berg Vigdis, 2770 Jaren 

(INT SE N DK UCH Japaro Chasing The Storm - La-Min-So's Call Me Mira) Tricolour of 7 months.  Very 

pleasing breed type.  Such a pretty quality baby.  Head is balanced and refined.  Adequate underjaw.  

Dark almond shaped eye which is well placed, giving a pretty expression.  Correct stop.  Skull needs 

to flatten a touch.  Earset and carriage neat.  Just needs to fill in foreface.  Excellent head carriage on 

pleasing arched neck, upper arm and shoulder.  Sufficient bone for size.  Good depth to chest.  

Correctly ribbed.  Would prefer a little more length in body but still presents a balanced outline.  

Sufficient bend of stifle.  Correct oval feet.  Topline level.  Falls away slightly over croup.  Tailset 

correct but would prefer a little more length.  Coat of reasonable texture and good colour.  Both 



puppy and handler at their first show.  Settled down beautifully on the move, just needs to work on 

show training.  Very promising.  

4 - 6 Måneder Tispe 

Nr 1 4-6 mnd, 1BTK, BIR 

Mellsjøhøgda's Northern Ninja NO33445/13, 15/01/13, E: Jacobsen, Anne Lise O: Tangnes Sissel, 

Olsen Johannes, 2608 Lillehammer (Mellsjøhøgda's Countryboy - Mellsjøhøgda's Wanna Be Special) 

Four months old sw very attractive baby of excellent type and size for age.  Head balanced and 

refined with excellent almond shaped eye, well placed, enhanced by beautiful dark pigmentation.  

Foreface rounded.  Excellent earset and carriage.  Pleasing underjaw.  Very well balanced in profile.  

Excellent upper arm.  Sufficient shoulder.  Good depth to chest and well ribbed.  Pleasing neck.  Level 

topline with pleasing sweep over loin.  Correct rear angulation.  Tailset and length correct.  Perfect 

substance for size.  Very attractive all through.  Covered ground very well on the move for such a 

young baby.  A little high stepping in front at present but very true movement coming towards me.   

Nr 2 4-6 mnd 

Ingivito's Pretty Pia NO34573/13, 18/01/13, E: Vestnes, Ingrid Anne O: Vestnes Ingrid Anne/ Vestnes 

Harald, 6013 Ålesund (Mohnesee's First Edition - Ingivito's Jocular Bibi) Very pretty sw baby of 

excellent breed type.  Would prefer her a little bigger at this age and would prefer more substance all 

through.  Head is balanced and refined with beautifully dark, correctly shaped almond eye, enhanced 

by beautiful pigmentation.  Earset correct.  Stop breaks a little low.  Skull to flatten, but very typical in 

head properties.  Adequate neck and upper arm.  Good depth to chest.  Well ribbed.  Well 

proportioned all through.  Pleasing angulation to stifle.  Level topline with correct sweep over loin.  

Tailset correct and of correct length.   Golden sable.  Glamorously marked.  Very happy baby on the 

move.  Covered the ground adequately for one so young.    

Nr 3 4-6 mnd 

Thoco's All Is Rosy NO34660/13, 31/01/13, E: Bolgnes, Hanne O: Bolgnes Brit-Unni Og Hanne, 7081 

Sjetnemarka (Mohnesee Back To Black - Tiakina Talkblu At Thoco) BM puppy of 4 months. Beautifully 

coloured, clear silvery blue, well broked on the show side, enhanced by full white collar. Head refined 

and in proportion for age.  Well rounded foreface.  Good underjaw. Lacking a little stop at present.  

Eye a little full and would prefer a sweeter expression.  Ears and carriage pleasing, but a touch wide 

set.  Pleasing upper arm and shoulder.  Correct substance for size.  Excellent ribs and chest.  Well 

proportioned all through.  Level topline.  Pleasing rear angulation.  Tailset correct and of good length.  

Correct feet.  Steady on the move for age but a little close in front at present.  Very happy baby.  

6 – 9 måneder Tispe 

Nr 1 6-9mnd 

Leeland Sister Alice NO56250/12, 30/10/12, E: Kari Bonnevie, Dag Kongsvik O: Lie Aud Jorun, Lie 

Helge, 1472 Fjellhamar (N UCH Lythwood Scrumpy Jack - Leeland Yummy Rose) Tricolour of 7 

months.  Very pleasing breed type.  Such a pretty quality baby.  Head is balanced and refined.  

Adequate underjaw.  Dark almond shaped eye which is well placed, giving a pretty expression.  

Correct stop.  Skull needs to flatten a touch.  Earset and carriage neat.  Just needs to fill in foreface.  

Excellent head carriage on pleasing arched neck, upper arm and shoulder.  Sufficient bone for size.  

Good depth to chest.  Correctly ribbed.  Would prefer a little more length in body but still presents a 

 



balanced outline.  Sufficient bend of stifle.  Correct oval feet.  Topline level.  Falls away slightly over 

croup.  Tailset correct but would prefer a little more length.  Coat of reasonable texture and good 

colour.  Both puppy and handler at their first show.  Settled down beautifully on the move, just needs 

to work on show training.  Very promising.  

Nr 2 4-6 mnd 

Mellsjøhøgda's Magic History NO58505/12, 02/12/12, Sobel E: Tangnes, Sissel O: Tangnes Sissel, 

Olsen Johannes, 2608 Lillehammer (Herds History Maker - Mellsjøhøgda's Kind Of Magic) Six month 

old sw very richly coloured baby of quality.  Up to size and would prefer a more feminine outlook.  

Head balanced and refined with excellent almond shaped dark and well placed eye.  Pleasing 

underjaw.  Earset and carriage correct.  Stop breaks a touch low but skull is flat.  Very pleasing neck.  

Excellent upper arm and shoulder.  Correct substance for size.  Would prefer less length to body, but 

still presents a balanced picture in profile.  Pleasing hind angulation.  Low set hocks.  Topline level.  

Tailset and length pleasing.  Coat of very good texture but has a slight wave at present.  Covers the 

ground particularly well for age.  Very steady on the move with excellent drive from the rear.  Hope 

she doesn’t grow on.   

Nr 3 6-9 mnd 

Bentlise New Diamond NO30694/13, 07/12/12, E: Pedersen, Kristin O: Nygaard Anne Lise, 4621 

Kristiansand S (Pm Quality's Only The Lonely - Joyland's Wild Enough) Sw baby of pleasing type.  Head 

balanced with rounded foreface and flat skull.  Lacks a little stop at present.  Earset correct but ears 

are pricked at present.  Eye is dark and well placed.  Would prefer a more feminine outlook.  Pleasing 

neck, forechest, depth of chest and rib.  Excellent upper arm.  Sufficient shoulder.  A little over long in 

body but pleasing shape in profile overall.  Pleasing angulation to rear.  Tail is low set and of correct 

length.  Coat texture pleasing.  Well presented.  Correct substance for size.  Covers the ground 

adequately well.  Very happy baby.  Pleasing drive to rear.   

Nr 4 6-9 mnd 

Kathimer's Mermaid Beauty NO57608/12, 16/10/12, E: Kathrin Johansen, Knut-Inge Johansen O: 

Johansen Kathrin Og Knut-Inge, 8100 Misvær (Karmell's You Are My Sunshine - Kathimer's Irish 

Blessing) Tricolour of pleasing size.  Head in proportion, just needs to fill in foreface.  Eye is dark with 

excellent pigmentation.  Needs to flatten in skull.  Would prefer a touch more underjaw.  Earset and 

carriage pleasing.  Pleasing neck.  Sufficient upper arm and shoulder.  Lacking a little substance for 

her size at present.  Feet correct.  Balanced proportions all through.  A little narrow in rib at present.  

Excellent topline and sweep over loin.  Tailset and length correct.  Would prefer a little more 

angulation to stifle.  In good coat for her age.  Very happy baby on the move.  Will settle in time.   

Voksne 

Juniorklasse Hannhund 

Exc 1JKK CK CERT 1BHK BIM  31p 

Ormøytoppen's Cannonball NO40126/12, 05/04/12, Sobel E: Anne Wenche Vikøren, Jan Arve 

Oftedal O: Vikøren Anne Wenche/ Oftedal Jan Arve, 4085 Hundvåg (N SE FI UCH SEW-10 Rannerdale 

Oliwer Twist - Ormøytoppen's Lovely Rita) 14 month old sw.  Excellent quality and pleasing size.  

Head is beautifully balanced and he possesses excellent breed type.  Rounded foreface and flat skull 

with pleasing underjaw.  Eye is dark with excellent pigmentation.  A touch full in eye but still 



possesses excellent masculine expression.  Earset and carriage correct.  Very balanced in outline.  

Pleasing neck, upper arm and shoulder.  Excellent strong, well rounded bone, ideal for his size.  Neat, 

oval feet.  Excellent rib and depth to chest.  Level topline with graceful sweep over loin.  Correct bend 

of stifle with low set hock joint.  Tailset correct, length just to hock.  Well fitting coat of rich colour 

and excellent presentation.  Covered the ground sufficiently well with balanced reach and drive. Very 

true coming towards me. 

Exc 2JKK CK 

Evad Shades Of Opal KCAP00644401, 01/01/12, Sobel/Hvit E: Tangnes, Sissel O: Mr D F Weller/ Mrs 

D K Weller, Storbritannia (Evad Space Shadows - Evad Opal Suprize) Attractive quality shaded sable of 

excellent breed type.  Head balanced.  Dark well placed eye, a little full but with excellent 

pigmentation.  Adequate underjaw.  Would prefer a little more stop.  Skull flat.  Earset correct, 

carried a touch low.  Excellent upper arm and shoulder.  Elegant length of neck.  A touch over long in 

body but very pleasing shape in profile.  Pleasing angulation to rear.  Tailset correct, just reaches 

hock.  Pleasing coat texture.  Presented very well.  Quality boy with excellent masculine expression.  

Moved very smoothly, excellent reach and drive.   

Exc 3JKK CK 

Krohnegården's Kick Off NO45292/12, 09/06/12, E: Kjørlaug, Katrine O: Holmen Trude, 5307 Ask (INT 

NORDEST UCH WW-08 KBHV-08 Lundecock's Fiddler On The Roof - Krohnegården's Kikki Nevergirl) 

Very mature 12 month old golden sable boy of excellent breed type.  Head balanced and refined with 

rounded foreface and flat skull.  Dark well placed eye.  Would prefer a slightly better shape but still 

maintains a pleasing masculine expression.  Adequate underjaw.  Earset a touch wide but carriage 

good.  Excellent neck, upper arm and shoulder.  Correct substance for size.  Pleasing depth to chest 

and well ribbed.  Balanced and well  proportioned all through.  Very pleasing shape in profile.  

Pleasing angulation to rear with low set hock.  Correct topline with elegant sweep over loin.  Tailset 

and length correct but unfortunately proud of his tail on the move.  Excellent well fitting coat of 

pleasing texture.  Needs to settle in movement generally but quality exhibit.   

Exc 4JKK 

Li Line's Follow The Stars SE20859/2012, 28/02/12, Tricolor E: Dybvig, Brit Mona O: Ivarsson, Linda, 

Sverige (SE CH Shellrick's Mystic Moon - Pm Quality's Star Of Jericho) 15 month old tricolour of 

excellent colour.  Up to size.  Head balanced with flat skull and well rounded foreface.  Adequate 

underjaw.  Eye is dark and well placed.  Earset and carriage pleasing, giving sweet, masculine 

expression.  Sufficient reach of neck.  Sufficient upper arm and shoulder.  Well rounded bone, giving 

correct substance for his size.  Lacking forechest at this time, so a little narrow in front.  A little 

immature in body.  Pleasing balance all through with sufficient angulation to rear.  Topline level.  

Tailset and length are correct.  Coat a touch wavy, but colour is a good black.  Covers the ground 

adequately well.  Proud of his tail today.  Stands and shows well.  

VG 

Tiakaro's Nilsson Next To Me NO46910/12, 25/06/12, E: Nilsen, Odd Steinar O: Hallgrimsen Gunn 

Brekne Og Thor, 3060 Svelvik (INT BUL GE FI UCH BULGR UCH Lyngvetun's King Of Hearts - Tiakaro's 

Isis Th Blue Pearl) One year old tricolour.  Pleasing colour.  Up to size.  Head is balanced but needs to 

fill in foreface.  Would prefer better underjaw.  Stop breaks a touch low and would prefer more 

refinement to head.  Eye is well placed.  Earset and carriage good.  Skull flat.  Sufficient neck, upper 



arm and shoulder.  Correct bone and substance for his size.  A little narrow in front at present.  Feet 

would benefit from a little trimming.  Excellent depth to chest.  Pleasing rib.  Balanced proportions.  

Sufficient angulation to rear.  Tailset okay but would prefer a touch more length. Well fitting coat.  

Handler is moving the dog a touch too fast, movement improved when moved a touch slower.  

Movement close coming towards but should improve as he matures in chest. 

VG 

Mellsjøhøgda's Kind Of A Dark Glow NO46449/12, 13/06/12, E: Vad, Karl Roger O: Tangnes Sissel, 

Olsen Johannes, 2608 Lillehammer (CZ N UCH Microgården's Super Trouper - Mellsjøhøgda's Make 

Me Smile) 11 month tricolour who has come without his coat today.  Head balanced and refined with 

well rounded foreface.  Lacking a little stop but skull flat.  Sufficient underjaw.  Eye is dark and well 

placed.  Earset a touch wide and carriage a little light.  Would prefer richer tan markings but coat is 

otherwise of excellent colour, although has a slight wave.  Adequate neck, upper arm and shoulder.  

Lacking forechest at present and a little narrow in front.  Pleasing bone and substance for size.  

Correct shaped oval feet.  Excellent depth to chest but a little immature in body all through at 

present.  Correct bend of stifle with well defined hock joint.  Correct proportions.  Tailset good but 

would prefer a touch longer.  Well muscled.  Needs to settle on the move as very proud of his tail.  

Stands and shows well when he concentrates.  Needs time to mature. 

 

VG 

Ragnali's Blue Buddy NO42820/12, 10/05/12, E: Ragnhild Johnsen, Alf Inge Johnsen O: Johnsen 

Ragnhild Og Alf Inge, 4900 Tvedestrand (Sunland's Black Power - Laguna Blue Z Dáblovy Studánky) 

BM of pleasing shape in profile.  Skull narrow and needs to fill in foreface, lacking stop but eye is of 

pleasing shape and is well placed.  Excellent pigmentation.  Would prefer a little more underjaw.  

Pleasing earset, but carriage just a touch heavier than ideal.  Missing upper right canine.  Pleasing 

reach of neck.  Upper arm of good length with well laid shoulder.  Correct bone and substance for 

size.  Lacking in forechest at present, but this should improve with maturity.  A little immature all 

through in body.  Topline level with elegant sweep over loin.  Pleasing angulation to rear.  Well 

defined hock joint.  Tailset correct but would prefer a touch more length.  Needs to clear in colour 

but merling is broken all through.  Has a slight wave to coat at present.  Clear silvery blue in parts, 

will benefit from casting his coat.  Covers the ground efficiently, but a little narrow coming towards.  

Excellent showman.   

G 

Mellsjøhøgda's Just Another History NO42926/12, 19/05/12, E: Svinøy, Gunn Jorid Olsen O: Tangnes 

Sissel, Olsen Johannes, 2608 Lillehammer (Herds History Maker - Orreknuppen's Valora) Red-golden 

sable of pleasing size.  Head balanced with flat skull.  Dark well shaped eye, but left eye watery with 

some tear staining.  Ear set and carriage correct.  Misplaced lower left canine.  Sufficient neck, upper 

arm and shoulder.  Pleasing depth to chest.  Good rib but narrow in body and immature all through 

at this stage and would benefit from a little bit more weight on him.   Level topline.  Would prefer 

better angulation to rear.  Tailset correct but would prefer a touch longer.  Correct shaped oval feet.  

Richly colour coat of excellent texture.  Adequate movement.  Very happy boy with his tail.  Given 

good grading today due to his immaturity in body, watery eye and misplaced tooth.   

Unghund Klasse Hannhund 



Exc 1UKK CK 3BHK 23p 

Belmara's Pocket Full Of Kryptonite SE46627/2012, 04/08/11, Sobel E: Lotta Jidegren  og Jostein 

Tostrup  O: Jostein Og Øystein Tostrup (Evad Dream Stone Of Lochkaren - Shellrick's Popcorn) 22 

month old very attractive red-gold sw of pleasing size.  Quality head, possessing excellent breed type.  

Head refined and balanced, lacks a little stop but foreface well rounded.  Eye is dark and well placed 

with excellent pigmentation giving a very sweet, masculine expression.  Would prefer a little more 

underjaw.  Earset correct but carriage a touch heavy.  Some slight tear staining on left eye, but does 

not detract in any way.  Sufficient neck, upper arm with well laid shoulder.  Excellent well rounded 

strong bone with perfect substance for size.  Excellent depth to chest.  Pleasing rib.  Well 

proportioned all through.  Excellent bend of stifle, perhaps a touch over angulated.  Well defined 

hock joint.  Low set tail of correct length.  Richly coloured coat.  Presented in top condition.  Quality 

exhibit.  Covers the ground very efficiently and smoothly with excellent drive from rear.  Excellent 

showman.   

VG 

Mellsjøhøgda's Dark'n Dreamy NO48497/11, 17/07/11, Tricolour E: Krogstad, Inger O: Tangnes 

Sissel, Olsen Johannes, 2608 Lillehammer (CZ N UCH Microgården's Super Trouper - Mellsjøhøgda's 

Electra) Tricolour of 22 months.  Would benefit from a change of coat as colour fading and condition 

a little dry. Glamorous markings.  Pleasing size and shape.  Head balanced and refined with well 

rounded foreface.  Skull flat.  Lacking a little in stop.  Adequate underjaw.  Would benefit from a 

darker better shaped eye but pigmentation is excellent.  Earset a touch wide but carriage good.  

Sufficient neck.  Pleasing forechest and depth to chest.  A touch upright in upper arm but well laid 

shoulder.  Correctly proportioned.  Bone is sufficient for size.  Pleasing ribs.  Adequate bend to stifle.  

Excellent oval feet.  Tailset a touch high and would prefer a touch longer.  Moved sufficiently well 

when settled.  Happy boy who is rather proud of his tail. 

VG 

Mellsjøhøgda's Dark'n Handsome NO48495/11, 17/07/11, Tricolour E: Haugsdal, Lisbeth O: Tangnes 

Sissel, Olsen Johannes, 2608 Lillehammer (CZ N UCH Microgården's Super Trouper - Mellsjøhøgda's 

Electra) Tricolour of 22 months.  Pleasing size.  Head balanced with well rounded foreface and flat 

skull.  Would prefer more stop.  Pleasing underjaw.  Eye dark and well placed.  Earset and carriage 

correct.  Sufficient reach of neck.  Pleasing upper arm.  Sufficient shoulder.  A little out at elbow.  

Excellent depth to chest and well ribbed.  Proportions pleasing all through.  Sufficient anglation to 

rear.  Feet would benefit from some trimming.  Tailset correct but would prefer a touch longer.  Coat 

slightly wavy at present but is of excellent colour and texture.  Not in his best jacket today.  Would 

prefer a little more substance for size.  Covered the ground sufficiently.  Not with his usual handler 

and lacking a little sparkle.   

Åpen Klasse Hannhund 
 

Exc 1AKK CK ResCERT 2BHK 27p 
La-Min-So's Count On Me 12163/08, 23/04/08, Blue Merle E: Schjølberg, Vera O: Berg, Vigdis, 2770 

Jaren(Leeland Quarterback - La-Min-So's Sweet Lady) Five year old BM of quality.  Excellent colour.  
Pleasing balanced head.  Correct stop and flat skull.  Well rounded foreface with smooth cheeks.  
Good underjaw.  Eye is of pleasing shape and is well placed.  Would benefit from a darker eye, but 
expression is still very sweet and masculine.  Excellent earset and carriage.  Well arched neck.  
Excellent upper arm and shoulder.  Well rounded bone gives perfect substance for his size.  
Beautifully proportioned.  Sufficient angulation to rear.  Would prefer a touch more definition to 



hock.  Tail set okay, but would benefit from a touch more length.  Coat is of excellent clear, silvery 
blue, well broken and of very pleasing texture.  Covers the ground sufficiently well, but needs to 
concentrate on tail carriage. 
 
Exc 2AKK CK 4BHK 19p 
Herds History Maker KCAK03857004, 13/08/09, Sobel/ Hvit E: Tangnes, Sissel O: Gatheral, Miss M 

G, Storbritannia (Herds Hermes - Dantralee Innocent Look) Four year old quality red sable of pleasing 
size.  Pleasing head with sweet masculine expression and excellent breed type.  Head refined with 
flat skull.  Sufficient underjaw.  Would benefit from a little fill in foreface.   Missing upper right P3.  
Correct earset and carriage.  Sufficient neck with pleasing upper arm and shoulder.  Correct 
substance for size.  Well ribbed.  Balanced proportions all through.  Excellent topline with elegant 
sweep over loin.  Sufficient bend of stifle.  Tailset correct but would benefit from a touch more 
length.  Richly coloured, well fitting coat, just starting to moult.  Covers the ground smoothly and 
efficiently.  Very pleasing boy of quality. 
 
Exc 3AKK CK 
Mohnesee's First Edition KCAL04173902, 03/09/10, Sobel/Hvit E: Reidun Monsholm, Jim 

Jørgensen O: Law, J. J., Storbritannia (Mohnesee Time Keeper - Mohnesee Christmas Belle) Two 

year old attractive golden sable.  Lean, balanced head with excellent eye shape and placement, giving 

sweet, masculine expression.  Foreface is rounded, earset and carriage correct.  Beautiful dark 

pigmentation.  Sufficient stop with flat skull.  Sufficient neck.  Pleasing upper arm and shoulder.  Well 

rounded bone.  Correct substance for size.  Excellent depth to chest.  Correct proportions.  Sufficient 

angulation to rear.  Level topline.  Tailset okay, but would benefit from a little more length.  Coat 

richly coloured and of excellent texture.  Shows some signs of tear staining to left eye, but this 

doesn’t detract too much from his expression.  Neat, oval shaped feet.  Moved efficiently, covered 

the ground well with correctly carried tail.  Quality exhibit.   

Exc 4AKK CK 
Minnlett's Really Special NO58438/09, 03/10/09, Blue/Merle E: Hindenes, Tone O: Mjelde Irene, 

Heidi Og Linn, 5652 Årland (Fairyhome's Saturday Night Fever - Minnlett's Classic Dream) Three year 
old BM of near ideal size.  Head is balanced and refined.  Still needs to fill slightly in foreface.  Stop 
correct.  Skull flat.  Would prefer slightly better underjaw.  Earset and carriage correct.  Eye is of 
pleasing shape, dark and well placed with excellent pigmentation.  Excellent reach of neck.  Good 
forechest.  Sufficient upper arm and well laid shoulder.  A little immature in body at present.  
Excellent topline.  Pleasing bend of stifle and low set hocks.  Tailset and length correct.  Perfect bone 
for size.  Currently losing his coat, but ground colour is of excellent clear, silvery blue, a little heavily 
marked but of excellent texture.  Covers the ground efficiently when settled, but tail carriage needs 
watching.  Got his mind on the opposite sex today!  Well handled, excellent showman. 
 
Exc CK 
Microgården's Maharaja 10640/08, 10/06/07, Tricolor E: Johannessen, Ann-Cathrin O: Johannessen 

Ann-Cathrin, 1892 Degernes (Jefsfire Ace Of Clubs - Rivergate's Lady Of The Moonlight) Five year old 
tricolour of correct size.  Balanced and refined head with excellent earset and carriage.  Would prefer 
a better shaped eye, but pigmentation is excellent and he still presents a very masculine expression.  
Missing lower left and right P2.  Pleasing underjaw.  Stop breaks a little low.  Flat skull.  Well arched 
neck with pleasing forechest, toeing out slight in front but excellent upper arm and shoulder.  Well 
rounded bone gives perfect substance for size.  Excellent depth to chest.  Well balanced all through.  
Correct bend of stifle with low set hock joint.  Tailset good, but would benefit from a touch more 
length.  Oval shaped feet.  Coat well fitting and of very pleasing texture, excellent black colour and 
noticeably rich tan markings.  Quality exhibit.  Smooth and efficient movement, covering ground well 
with correct tail carriage and excellent drive from the rear. 
 



Exc CK 
Chesslike Dreamweaver NO49959/10, 26/06/10, Sobel E: Monsholm, Reidun/Lausund, Berit O: 

Monsholm Reidun Og Ida Linn, 6017 Ålesund (N UCH Ingivito's Mr Luke Skywalker - Playtime's Magic 

Game) Almost three year old shaded sable of lovely shape.  Up to size.  Quality head, smooth, one 

piece with correct stop and flat skull. Well rounded foreface and sufficient underjaw.  Dark, well 

shaped and placed eye gives sweet, masculine expression.  Neat earset and carriage.  Missing some 

teeth.  Elegant length to neck.  Pleasing shoulder and upper arm.  Pleasing ribs and well 

proportioned.  Bone is sufficient for size.  Feet would benefit from correct trimming.  Pleasing bend 

of stifle.  Excellent topline and sweep over loin.  Tailset correct, but would prefer longer.  Well fitting 

coat, richly toned and of very pleasing texture.  Apart from his size, he is a dog of quality with many 

virtues.  Covers the ground sufficiently well with adequate reach and drive.   

Exc 

Ramzo's Prey For Me Pele NO45528/09, 20/05/09, Sobel E: Vasveen, Torill T Og Arve O: Vasveen 

Torill T/Stigen Betzy, 3178 Våle (SE DK FI UCH Tachnamadra The Designer - Ramzo's Laisa) 

Masculine shaded sable dog of pleasing size.  Head is balanced and refined with flat skull, rounded 

foreface.  Would prefer a touch more definition to underjaw.  Eye is a little full but is well placed with 

excellent dark pigmentation and possessing a sweet, masculine expression.  Earset and carriage 

correct.  Pleasing neck with good upper arm and shoulder.  Well rounded bone and correct substance 

for size.  A little narrow in rib but correct depth to chest.  Sufficient angulation to rear.  Topline level 

with sweep over loin.  Tailset and length correct.  Coat richly coloured and of excellent texture.  Slight 

wave to coat but well fitting.  Movement is smooth and efficient and covers the ground well.   

Exc 
Hasimo's Freelancer NO53127/10, 25/08/10, Sobel E: Nilsen, Odd Steinar O: Bjerkevoll Harald Egil 

Og Sigrun, 6390 Vestnes (Leeland Copper Coin - N UCH Lyngvetun's Dame Emma) Two year and 10 
month old shapely shaded sable, who is up to size.  Presents a balanced outline in profile.  Head 
balanced and refined, but would prefer a flatter skull.  Foreface well rounded with sufficient 
underjaw.  Just slight droop to nose.  Eye is dark and well placed with excellent pigmentation.  Very 
masculine in outlook.  Neat earset and carriage.  Well arched neck with pleasing forechest.  Excellent 
upper arm and shoulder.  Strong, well rounded bone gives correct substance for size.  Well ribbed.  
Balanced all through.  Elegant sweep over loin.  Sufficient bend of stifle.  Tailset correct but would 
prefer a touch more length.  Presented in excellent condition.  Missing lower left P2.  Needs to settle 
on the move as is very proud of his tail.  Covered the ground efficiently. 
 
 
Exc 
La-Min-So's Such A Charmer 12162/08, 23/04/08, Tricolour E: Berg, Vigdis O: Berg, Vigdis, 2770 

Jaren (Leeland Quarterback - La-Min-So's Sweet Lady) Tricolour boy of five years old.  Excellent, 
intense black coat.  Quality head with correct stop and flat skull.  Well rounded foreface and good 
underjaw.  Would benefit from a darker eye, but it is well placed with excellent pigmentation, giving 
masculine expression.  Neat earset and carriage.  Missing upper left P2.  Sufficient neck, upper arm 
and shoulder.  Well rounded bone.  Correct substance for size.  A little narrow in rib, but well 
proportioned with pleasing angulation to rear.  Elegant sweep over loin.  Tailset and length correct.  
Well fitting coat of pleasing texture.  Correct shaped oval feet.  Covered the ground sufficiently well.  
Well handled.   
 
Exc 

Sheltifarmen's Oliver NO35098/11, 05/02/11, Sobel E: Lisbeth Haugsdal, Bjørn Egil Haugsdal O: 

PettersenAnita Og Frode Bjørnar, 7602 Levanger (BG RO UCH ROGR BGGR UCH Mellsjøhøgda's 

Copper Zurprize - Sheltifarmen's Gurly) Two year old shaded sable of near ideal size.  Head balanced 



and in proportion to size.  Well rounded foreface.  A shade deep in stop, but skull is flat.  Eye is dark, 

but a little fuller than ideal. Benefits from dark pigmentation.  Neat earset and carriage.  Pleasing 

length of neck.  Correct forechest.  Excellent upper arm.  Sufficient shoulder.  Perfect bone and 

substance for size.  Excellent rib and depth to chest.  Correct bend of stifle.  Pleasing topline.  Tailset 

and length correct.  Good flexible pasterns.  Inbetween coats at present, but coat quality is excellent 

and of correct texture.  Covered the ground sufficiently well with good reach and drive. 

VG 
Mohnesee Back To Black KCAM02048601, 11/04/11, Tricolour E: Brit-Unni Bolgnes, Hanne 

Bolgnes, Rolf Bolgnes O: Hateley, Kay, Storbritannia (Mohnesee Mr Palmer -

Pixycrystalsdiselvaspinawithmohnese) Two year old tricolour, up to size.  Head balanced.  Lacking in 

stop, but foreface well rounded.  Sufficient underjaw.  Slight droop to nose.  Would benefit from 

darker, better shaped and placed eye, but earset and carriage very neat.  Sufficient neck.  Excellent 

forechest.  Excellent depth to chest.  Pleasing upper arm and shoulder.  Pleasing rib.  Balanced 

proportions. Adequate bend of stifle.  Bone is well rounded and gives sufficient substance for size.  

Low set tail of correct length.  In pleasing, well fitting coat of excellent intense black colour and 

texture pleasing.  Moves sufficiently well.  Needs to concentrate on tail carriage when moving.   

VG 
Orreknuppen's Copper Appi NO54233/09, 28/08/09, Sobel E: Wæhre, Elisabeth O: Krogstad, Inger, 

2657 Svatsum (BG RO UCH ROGR BGGR UCH Mellsjøhøgda's Copper Zurprize - Orreknuppen's 

More Martini) Rangy shaded sable boy of almost four years.  Up to size.  Head balanced and in 

proportion to size.  Lacking a little in stop but skull flat.  Just needs to fill in foreface.  Sufficient 

underjaw.  Eye is dark and well placed with excellent pigmentation.  Neat earset and carriage.  

Sufficient neck.  Straight front.  Would benefit from a touch more length in upper arm and shoulder.  

Excellent rib and depth of chest.  A touch over long in body but with excellent topline.  Sufficient 

bend of stifle.  Correct sweep over loin.  Tailset correct but would benefit from a touch more length.  

Bone adequate for size.  Inbetween coats at present, with slight wave, but excellent texture to coat.  

Correct oval shaped feet  which would benefit from a little trimming.  Movement is efficient, but 

needs to watch tail on the move.   

Championklasse Hannhund 
 

Exc 1CHKK CK 
BG RO UCH ROGR BGGR UCH Mellsjøhøgda's Copper Zurprize 22560/07, 15/09/07, Sobel E: 
Tangnes, Sissel O: Tangnes Sissel, Olsen Johannes, 2608 Lillehammer (INT N SLO LUX BG MK MD 

UCH Mellsjøhøgda's Zuper Zurprize - Microgården's Babe Is Back) Quality red shaded sable of 
almost six years.  Pleasing size.  Pleasing head properties with rounded foreface and flat skull.  Eye is 
dark and well shaped and combined with neat earset and carriage gives sweet expression.  Excellent 
breed type.  Sufficient underjaw.  Elegant length of neck.  Good forechest.  Excellent depth to chest 
and pleasing rib.  Strong, well rounded bone gives perfect substance for size.  Correctly proportioned 
and well balanced all through.  Sufficient upper arm and well laid shoulder.  Pleasing turn of stifle 
with low set hocks.  Level topline and elegant sweep over loin.  Tailset correct, length just to hock.  
Well fitting coat of excellent quality, colour  rich in tone, texture pleasing.  Masculine and quality 
exhibit with lots of virtues.  Covered the ground sufficiently well today with excellent drive from the 
rear.  Well handled and good showman.   
 
Exc 2CHKK CK 
CZ N UCH Microgården's Super Trouper NO46627/09, 14/01/09, Tricolour E: Tangnes, 
Sissel/Olsen, Johs O: Johannessen Ann-Cathrin, 1892 Degernes (Degallo The Likely Lad - 

Microgården's Got Some Style) Four year old tricolour of pleasing size.  Quality head, one piece with 
well rounded foreface and flat skull.  Eye is of good shape and is well placed with excellent 



pigmentation.  Excellent earset and carriage.  Would prefer a touch more stop, but overall a quality 
head with excellent breed type.  Well arched neck.  Sufficient upper arm.  Well laid shoulder.  
Pleasing ribs.  Well proportioned with excellent topline and sweep over loin.  Pleasing bend of stifle.  
Tailset correct, would just benefit from a touch more to length.  Just starting to moult, but coat well 
fitting and of pleasing colour and texture.  Correct feet with flexible pasterns.  Excellent smooth and 
easy movement.  Drives well from behind, covering the ground with ease.   
 
Exc 3CHKK CK 
INT BUL GE FI UCH BULGR UCH Lyngvetun's King Of Hearts NO42520/09, 19/04/09, Tricolour E: 
Olavessen, Grete/Rilatt, Paul O: Rilatt Paul Og Olavessen Grete, 1580 Rygge (NORD UCH INT UCH 

Japaro Tri To Resist - La-Min-So's Blue Silver Secret) Four year old tricolour of pleasing type.  Head 
is balanced and one piece.  Rounded foreface.  Lacking a little in stop but skull is flat.  Would prefer a 
darker eye for perfection, but well shaped and placed.  Excellent earset and carriage, gives sweet, 
masculine expression.  Sufficient   neck and upper arm with well laid shoulder.  Excellent depth to 
chest, well ribbed.  Excellent well rounded bone gives perfect substance for his size.  Correctly 
proportioned with level topline and correct sweep over loin.  Sufficient angulation to rear.  Tailset 
okay, would just benefit from a touch more length.  Coat well fitting and of good texture.  Presented 
in excellent condition.  Quality exhibit.  Covers the ground very efficiently with excellent drive from 
the rear.  Well handled.  Good showman. 
 

Veteranklasse Hannhund 
 

Exc 1VETKK CK BIMveteran 10p veteran 

Jefsfire Dean Martin KCAC04564504, 22/11/02, Sobel/Hvit E: Tangnes, Sissel/ Johannessen Ann-C 

O: Jeffries, Mr & Mrs A T, Storbritannia (GB CH Mohnesee The Illusionist - Jefsfire Gift Of Gold) Ten 

and a half year old rich red shaded sable of quality.  Up to size.  Head still lean and refined, well 

balanced, rounded foreface and flat skull.  Eye is dark, well shaped and placed, though a touch 

smaller than ideal.  Quality head and excellent breed type.  Sweet, masculine expression.  Sufficient 

neck, upper arm and shoulder.  Correct depth to chest.  Pleasing ribs.  A touch over long, but still 

balanced in profile.  Retains his excellent topline.  Correct angulation to rear.  Tailset correct but 

would benefit from a touch more length.  Coat well fitting, rich in tone and of pleasing texture.  Very 

typey boy who has retained much of his quality.  Despite his age, still covering the ground in a 

smooth and efficient manner.   

VG 2VETKK 
Ace Ventura's Man On The Moon 05349/01, 15/01/01, Blue Merle E: Haakensen Inger Og Jan O: 
Haakensen Inger Og Jan, 1086 Oslo (NORD S UCH Hillacre High On Style - Puppy Mela's Twiggy) 

Twelve and a half year old BM of pleasing size.  Presented in excellent condition.  Head balanced with 
well rounded foreface.  Lacking a little stop.  Skull flat.  Earset a touch wide, but carriage correct.  
Some missing teeth now.  Would prefer a better shaped and placed eye, but still very masculine in 
expression.  Pleasing length of neck.  Good forechest and excellent depth to chest.  Pleasing upper 
arm and shoulder, with strong well rounded bone, giving excellent substance for size.  Balanced all 
through with correct proportions.  Would prefer a little better angulation to rear.  Tailset a touch 
high and would benefit from more length.  Correct feet with good flexible pasterns.  Coat condition 
excellent for his age.  Ground colour a clear silvery blue.  Struggling a bit on the move which 
unfortunately cost him an excellent grading today.  Excellent showman.   

 
Søndag 

 
Juniorklasse Tispe 

 



Exc 1JKK CK ResCERT 2BTK 27p 
Zevista's The One And Only NO52064/12, 29/08/12, E: Vistad, Liv-Jorun Hovda O: Vistad Liv-Jorun 

Hovda, 4322 Sandnes (Gosbäckens Oliver Zonett - Croft's Magic Of Love) Nine month old gs bitch of 
excellent quality.  Correct for size.  Head is refined and balanced with excellent breed type.  Just a 
touch of fill needed for perfection.  Correct stop.  Flat skull.  Adequate underjaw.  Dark, almond 
shaped eye, well placed and excellent  pigmentation.  Earset and carriage correct.  Elegant length of 
neck.  Pleasing upper arm and shoulder.  Well ribbed with excellent depth of chest.  Perfect 
substance for size.  Baanced outline and correctly propoprtioned.  Pleasing angulation to rear.  
Correct feet and pasterns.  Tail set and length correct.  Well fitting coat for age with pleasing texture.  
Excellent presentation.  Moved freely, if a little playful at present.  A bitch full of promise.   
 
Exc 2JKK CK 3BTK 23p 
Ormøytoppen's To Die For NO40129/12, 05/04/12, Sobel E: Anne Wenche Vikøren, Jan Arve 

Oftedal O: Vikøren Anne Wenche/ Oftedal Jan Arve, 4085 Hundvåg (N SE FI UCH SEW-10 

Rannerdale Oliwer Twist - Ormøytoppen's Lovely Rita) 14 month old attractive and quality girl of 

ideal size. Quality head, refined and with excellent breed type.  Rounded foreface.  Correct stop and 

skull is flat.  Correct dark, almond shaped and well placed eye, combined with neat earset and 

carriage, gives very feminine, sweet expression.  Pleasing underjaw.  Sufficient neck.  Pleasing 

shoulder and upper arm.  Correct substance for size.  Excellent feet and pasterns.  Well ribbed.  

Perhaps a touch long in body, but still very shapely in profile.  Correct topline with graceful sweep 

over loin.  Correct bend of stifle.  Tailset correct and just to hock.  Excellent coat and condition, with 

pleasing texture.  Excellent presentation.  Once settled, moved efficiently.  Needs a little work on tail 

carriage.  Excellent quality bitch.   

Exc 3JKK 
Orreknuppen's Lady In Red NO34641/12, 26/01/12, Sobel E: Wæhre, Elisabeth O: Krogstad Inger, 

2657 Svatsum (Herds History Maker - Bermarks Zafira) 16 month old attractive red gold sable.  Head 

is balanced and refined, just needs to fill in foreface for perfection.  Correct stop and skull is flat.  Eye 

a little full, but is well placed with excellent dark pigmentation.  Sufficient underjaw.  Pleasing neck, 

forechest, upper arm and sufficient shoulder.  Excellent depth to chest.  Pleasing ribs.  Well 

proportioned all through.  Would prefer topline a little more level, but has correct bend of stifle with 

well defined hock joint.  Enough substance for size.  Feet a little flat and would benefit from some 

trimming.  Tailset and length correct.  Inbetween coats at present, but what she is well fitting and 

rich in colour.  Pleasing type.  Quite anxious today but once settled, covered the ground extremely 

well and efficiently.  Quality bitch with lots to like about her.  Not making the best of her many 

virtues today.   

Exc 4JKK 
Mellsjøhøgda's Just A Flirt NO42928/12, 19/05/12, E: Sissel Tangnes, Johs. Olsen O: Tangnes 

Sissel, Olsen Johannes, 2608 Lillehammer (Herds History Maker - Orreknuppen's Valora) 13 month 

red sable of ideal size.  Head refined and balanced with pleasing breed type.  Foreface needs to fill 

and lacking a little stop at present, but skull very flat.  Sufficient underjaw.  Almond shaped eye, dark 

and well placed.  Earset and carriage neat.  Pleasing for type.  Would just prefer a little bit more 

feminine in outlook, but still attractive in head.  Pleasing neck, upper arm and shoulder.  Lacking a 

little in substance at this time but this should come with maturity.  Well ribbed with excellent depth 

to chest.  Standing a litte out at elbow today.  Balanced in proportion with excellent topline and 

sweep over loin.  Pleasing stifle.  Hock a little high.  Low set tail of correct length.  Inbetween coats at 

present, but what she has is well fitting and very richly coloured.  Needs to settle down to the job in 

hand in the ring as she is otherwise an attractive bitch.   



Exc 
Tiakaro's Nelly Blue Frost So Soft NO46912/12, 25/06/12, E: Gunn Brekne Hallgrimsen, Thor 
Hallgrimsen O: Hallgrimsen Gunn Brekne Og Thor, 3060 Svelvik (INT BUL GE FI UCH BULGR UCH 

Lyngvetun's King Of Hearts - Tiakaro's Isis Th Blue Pearl) 12 month old BM. Up to size but of 
excellent colour.  Head is balanced and refined.  Lacks a little stop at present.  Well placed eye and 
neat ear carriage, if set a touch wide.  Skull is flat.  Would prefer a touch more definition of underjaw.  
Missing upper left P1.  Elegant length of neck.  Good forechest, upper arm and shoulder.  Correct 
bone and substance for her size.  Well ribbed.  A little slightly over long in body.  Very shapely in 
profile.  Correct topline and sweep over loin.  Pleasing angulation to rear.  Tailset correct, would just 
prefer a little more length.  Coat clear, silvery blue, black well broken, slight wave at present.  Easy on 
the move with pleasing drive from the rear.  Very elegant bitch with lots to like about her. 
 
Exc 
Catoma's She's An Angel Too NO31579/12, 26/12/11, Sobel/Hvit E: Jensen, Wenche O: Jensen 
Wenche, 1788 Berg I Østfold (SEUCH DKUCH Shelteam Ace Of Diamonds - Catoma's Guardian 

Angel) 16 month old red gold sable, near ideal size.  Balanced head with dark, almond shaped and 
well placed eye.  Earset a touch wide, but well carried.  Foreface rounded.  Adequate underjaw.  
Would prefer a little more stop, but skull is flat.  Sufficient neck with excellent upper arm and 
adequate shoulder.  Correct substance for size.  Toeing out slightly in front.  Excellent depth of chest 
and well ribbed.  Nicely proportioned with excellent topline.  Pleasing angulation to rear.  Tailset and 
length correct.  Oval shaped feet with flexible pasterns.  Of pleasing type.  Moved soundly and 
efficiently, covering the ground well, if a little close in front coming towards me.   
 
Exc 
La-Min-So's Girl Power NO53471/12, 20/08/12, E: Vigdis Berg, Lene Berg Hagen O: Berg Vigdis, 
2770 Jaren (N UCH Ingivito's Mr Luke Skywalker - La-Min-So's Coral Lula) 10 month old tricolour.  Up 
to size, but of pleasing shape in profile.  Head refined, lacking stop at present and needs to fill in 
foreface, but this should come with maturity.  Well placed eye.  Correct earset and carriage.  Missing 
upper left P3, missing upper right P2.  Would prefer a little more definition of underjaw.  Elegant length 
of neck.  Pleasing upper arm and shoulder.  Correct bone and substance.  Correct depth of chest. Well 
ribbed and is nicely proportioned all through.  Very pleasing angulation to rear with low set hock joint.  
Excellent topline and elegant sweep over loin.  Low set tail, just to hock.  Coat has slight wave at 
present, but excellent intense colour.  Covers the ground efficiently, but a little close in front at present.  
Shapely bitch. 
 
Exc 
Mellsjøhøgda's Iceblue NO46937/12, 10/03/12, Blue Merle E: Tangnes, Sissel O: Tangnes Sissel, 
Olsen Johannes, 2608 Lillehammer (CZ N UCH Microgården's Super Trouper - Mellsjøhøgda's Party 
Party) 15 month old BM.  Head balanced, refined, lacking stop at present and needs to fill, but this 
should come with time.  Well shaped and placed eye, one of each colour.  Earset a touch low and a 
little light in carriage.  Would prefer more definition of underjaw.  Needs to flatten in skull.  Elegant 
length of neck.  Pleasing forehand angulation.  Would prefer a little more substance for perfection.  
Pasterns flexible and feet correct.  Excellent chest.  Well proportioned.  Would prefer a touch more 
angulation to stifle.  Tailset okay, but would prefer a little more length.  Inbetween coats at present.  
Ground colour is clear silvery blue at the skin.  Would benefit from a change of coat.  Moved 
sufficidently well with good drive from the rear.  Shapely young bitch.   
 
Exc 
Chesslike Field Of Gold NO36290/12, 30/01/12, Sobel E: Reidun Monsholm, Jim Jørgensen O: 

Monsholm Reidun Og Ida Linn, 6017 Ålesund (Mohnesee's First Edition - Chesslike Bella Donna) 16 
month old red gold sable.  Head balanced, just a little fill in foreface needed. Pleasing breed type.  
Sufficient stop and skull fairly flat.  Eye well shaped and placed, would prefer a little darker for 
perfection, excellent pigmentation,  still gives a sweet expression. Earset and carriage correct.  
Pleasing underjaw.  Upper left and right P3 missing.  Sufficient neck, upper arm and shoulder.  A 
touch round in rib at present, just making her stand with elbows out, needs to lose a little weight.  
Bone is well rounded, giving correct substance for size.  Well ribbed with pleasing proportions.  
Correct topline and sweep over loin.  Correct bend of stifle.  Tailset fine, would just prefer a little 



more lengthfor perfection.  Feet correct and oval shaped with flexible pasterns.  Inbetween coats at 
present, but richly coloured.  Needs to settle on the move.  Had pleasing drive from the rear.  Quality 
bitch.   
 
Exc 
Croft's Every Thing's Coming Way NO46607/12, 11/06/12, E: Torkild Tangen, Janne Andersen, 
Wenche Tangen, Kjell Arvid Torgersen O: Tangen Torkild/ Andersen Janne/ Tangen Wenche/ 
Torgerssen Kjell, 2164 Skogbygda (SEUCH DKUCH Shelteam Ace Of Diamonds - N UCH Croft's A 

Kind Of Magic) Profusely coated golden sable bitch of 12 months.  Up to size but very shapely in 
profile.  Head balanced, needs to fill in foreface at present.  Stop breaks a little low, but skull is flat.  
Dark well placed eye with excellent pigmentation.  Would prefer her a little more feminine in 
outlook.  Earset a little low but carriage correct.  Sufficient underjaw.  Excellent reach of neck.  
Sufficient upper arm and well laid shoulder.  Strong, well rounded bone with correct substance for 
size.  Well ribbed with excellent depth to chest.  Would prefer a cleaner topline.  A little over long in 
body, but very shapely. Rear angulation is correct.  Low set hock joint.  Tailset correct and length just 
to hock.  Would prefer better shaped feet, but beautifully trimmed.  Coat of pleasing texture and 
beautifully presented.  Bitch of pleasing type, but just wished there was a bit less of her.  Covers the 
ground efficiently with pleasing reach and drive.   
 
VG 
Mellsjøhøgda's Latest Sensation NO53661/12, 07/09/12, E: Tangnes, Sissel O: Tangnes Sissel, 

Olsen Johannes, 2608 Lillehammer (Herds Highly Defined - Mellsjøhøgda's Silver Sensation) Nine 

month old BM of ideal size.  Head is balanced, lacking stop at present.  Needs to fill in foreface.  Eye a 

little full and would prefer better shape and placement.  Earset a little low but carriage good.  

Sufficient underjaw.  Sufficient neck, upper arm and shoulder.  Well rounded bone with perfect 

substance for size.  Deep chest and well ribbed.  Correct topline and sweep over loin.  A little over 

angulated at rear, but hock well defined and low set.  Tailset and length correct.  Coat colour needs 

to clear and would benefit from a change of coat.  Ground colour clear silvery blue at the skin.  

Rather heavily marked on show side – perhaps would benefit from showing on other side.  A little 

hurried on the move.  Needs to settle.   

VG 
Mellsjøhøgda's Keep Me Smiling NO46452/12, 13/06/12, E: Tangnes, Sissel O: Tangnes Sissel, 
Olsen Johannes, 2608 Lillehammer (CZ N UCH Microgården's Super Trouper - Mellsjøhøgda's Make 

Me Smile) Tricolour bitch of one year.  Very inbetween coats and present and would benefit from a 
moult.  Head is balanced but a little narrow through at present.  Needs to fill in foreface but this 
should come in time.  Lacking stop but skull is flat.  Eye a little full and would prefer a sweeter 
expression.  Earset a little low, but carriage correct.  Would benefit from a better underjaw.  
Sufficient neck.  Upper arm a little steep.  Sufficient shoulder.  Very narrow in chest and body at 
present, but this should improve as she matures.  Would prefer more substance all through, but at 
one year old time is on her side.  Excellent topline.  Pleasing angulation to rear.  Hock a touch high.  
Tailset and length correct.  Coat colour will improve in time.  Very immature in body all through.  
Moved adequately.  Needs to settle. 
 
VG 
Ragnali's Blue Beauty NO42824/12, 10/05/12, E: Ragnhild Johnsen, Alf Inge Johnsen O: Johnsen 
Ragnhild Og Alf Inge, 4900 Tvedestrand (Sunland's Black Power - Laguna Blue Z Dáblovy Studánky) 

13 month old BM.  Up to size.  Head balanced, if a little narrow through.  Needs to fill in foreface at 
present.  Would prefer a little more stop for perfection, but skull is flat.  Dark, well placed eye with 
neat earset and carriage.  Slight droop to nose but pleasing underjaw.  Would prefer head to be a 
little more feminine in outlook.  Excellent length of neck.  Pleasing forechest with sufficient upper 
arm and well laid shoulder.  Correct ribs.  Nicely balanced and in proportion.  Would prefer a better 
bend of stifle, but has well rounded bone and substance is correct for size.  Tailset okay, but would 



prefer a little more length for perfection.  Excellent feet and pasterns.  Would benefit from a change 
of coat as colour needs to clear, ground colour is clear and silvery blue at base.  Show side colour not 
as attractive and may benefit from being shown on other side.  Would benefit from being a shade 
smaller all through, but very shapely.  A little uneasy today and needs to settle on the move.  Moved 
sufficiently when she put her ind to it. 

 
 

Unghund Klasse Tispe 
 

Exc 1UKK 
Mellsjøhøgda's Copper's Magic NO47303/11, 01/07/11, Sobel E: Tangnes, Sissel O: Tangnes 

Sissel, Olsen Johannes, 2608 Lillehammer (BG RO UCH ROGR BGGR UCH Mellsjøhøgda's Copper 

Zurprize - Mellsjøhøgda's Kind Of Magic) Red shaded sable of 23 months.  On the smaller side.  Very 

pleasing breed type with balanced head.  Pleasing stop.  Would benefit from a little more fill in 

foreface, but cheeks are smooth and eye is dark and well placed.  Excellent pigmentation enhances 

her expression.  Pleasing neck with good forechest.  Pleasing upper arm and shoulder.  A little out in 

elbow at present.  Well ribbed with good depth to chest.  Nicely balanced all through with correct 

proportions.  Pleasing angulation to rear.  Tail would benefit from more length and would prefer a 

cleaner topline.  Sufficient substance for size.  More benefit from more bone as she gives an 

appearance of being smaller than she actually is.  Nice bitch on examination and very pleasing type.  

A little low on the leg.  Covers the ground efficiently with pleasing drive from the rear, but a little 

high stepping in front movement.  Nice type overall.   

VG 2UKK 
Croft's For You NO52910/11, 04/09/11, Sobel E: Wenche Tangen, Torkild Tangen, Kjell Arvid 
Torgersen O: Carlsen Arnhild/ Tangen Torkild/ Andersen J/ Tangen W/ Torgerssen K, 3175 Ramnes 

(Mellsjøhøgda's Countryboy - Sheltibo's Dirty Diva) Two year old red gold sable.  Well up to size.  
Head balanced, foreface rounded.  Lacking a little in stop.  Skull recedes slightly but is flat.  Dark, 
almond shaped and well placed eye with excellent pigmentation.  Earset a touch low, carriage 
correct.  Pleasing underjaw.  Would prefer a more feminine appearance.  Sufficient neck.  Pleasing 
upper arm and shoulder.  Well ribbed with excellent depth to chest.  Pleasing topline with elegant 
sweep over loin.  Well bent stifle with low set hock joint.  Good feet and pasterns.  Tailset correct and 
of good length.  Well fitting and well textured coat, rich in tone.  Presented beautifully.  My criticism 
is there is just too much of her and I would prefer more refinement all through.  Covers the ground 
very efficiently on the move.   
 
VG 3UKK 
Croft's Flames Of The Free NO57801/11, 24/10/11, Sobel E: Torill Turin Vasveen, Arve Vasveen O: 

Carlsen Arnhild/ Tangen Torkild/ Andersen J/ Tangen W/ Torgerssen K, 3175 Ramnes (Sheldon Truly 

Madly Deeply - Croft's Killer Queen) Well coated shaded sable of 19 months.  On the smaller side.  

Head is balanced but a little broad in present and would benefit from more refinement in skull.  

Shorter head type but in proportion to her shape and size.  Eye is dark, well shaped and placed with 

excellent pigmentation. Foreface is rounded.  Would benefit from slightly more definition of 

underjaw.  Excellent ear carriage but a touch heavy.  Stop breaks a little low and skull recedes 

slightly.  Pleasing length of neck.  Good forechest.  Well ribbed.  Bone gives sufficient substance for 

size.  Would prefer a little more length to upper arm but shoulder is sufficient.  Excellent topline.  

Sufficient angulation to rear.  Hock joint low set.  Tailset a little high and would benefit from more 

length.  Coat is profuse and of pleasing texture.  Richly coloured and well presented.  Movement 

adequate. Super showgirl and well handled.   

 



Åpen Klasse Tispe 
 

Exc 1AKK CK CERT 1BTK BIR 33p 
Croft's Ice Queen NO46380/11, 01/06/11, Sobel E: Hindenes, Tone O: Carlsen Arnhild/ Tangen 

Torkild/ Andersen J/ Tangen W/ Torgerssen K, 4318 Sandnes (SEUCH DKUCH Shelteam Ace Of 

Diamonds - PV-07 Croft's Roll Over Lay Down) Pale golden sable girl of just two years.  Pleasing size 

and shape.  Head is balanced and refined, just needs to fill in foreface and under the eyes, but this 

should come with maturity.  Stop correct and skull flat.  Pleasing underjaw.  Dark well placed eye 

which is enhanced by excellent pigmentation, giving a sweet expression.   Earset correct but carriage 

a little low. Pleasing neck.  Good forechest.  Sufficient upper arm and shoulder.  Correct bone giving 

perfect substance for size.  Well ribbed with pleasing depth to chest.  Well balanced and 

proportioned all through with excellent topine and elegant sweep over loin.  Pleasing angulation to 

stifle with well defined and low set hock joint.  Low set tail and of good length.  A quality bitch of 

lovely breed type.  Covers the ground easily and efficiently.  Superb handling and super showgirl of 

quality.   

Exc 2AKK CK 
Microgården's Smart Move NO46630/09, 14/01/09, Sobel E: Johannessen, Ann-Cathrin O: 

Johannessen Ann-Cathrin, 1892 Degernes (Degallo The Likely Lad - Microgården's Got Some Style) 

Four year old red sable of beautiful make and shape.  Typical head, smooth and refined.  Would 

prefer a darker eye for perfection,but it is correctly shaped and well placed and expression is 

enhanced by excellent pigmentation.  Stop breaks a little low.  Skull flat.  Would prefer more 

definition of underjaw.  Earset and carriage excellent.  Elegant length of neck.  Pleasing forechest.  

Excellent upper arm and shoulder.  Well ribbed.  Excellent depth to chest.  Pleasing proportions all 

through.  Well angulated rear.  Clean topline.  Low set tail, perhaps needs a touch more length for 

perfection.  Enough bone for correct substance.  Fitting coat of pleasing texture.  Quality bitch of 

excellent type.  A little anxious today, but when settled possesses excellent movement which is 

smooth and efficient, with excellent reach and drive.   

Exc 3AKK CK 
Tiakaro's Dea Dior 06163/08, 16/10/07, Sobel/Hvit E: Hallgrimsen, Gunn Og Thor O: Hallgrimsen 

Gunn Brekne Og Thor, 3060 Svelvik (GB FR N UCH Anakin Skywalker Jedi De Mayerling - BH UCH 

Tip Top Coco Chanel De Mayerling) Five year old shaded sable, inbetween coats at present.  Pleasing 

head, refined and balanced with correct stop and flat skull.  Dark, almond shaped and placed eye 

with excellent pigmentation, gives a sweet and feminine expression.  Excellent earset and carriage.  

Sufficient underjaw.  Pleasing neck with good forechest.  Would benefit from a touch more length in 

upper arm, but is sufficient, as is the shoulder.  Well ribbed with excellent depth to chest.  A touch 

over long in body, but still attractively shaped in profile.  Pleasing angulation to rear.  Excellent 

topline and sweep over line.  Tailset a little high and would benefit from a little more length.  

Sufficient bone gives enough substance.  Coat well fitting and richly toned.  Quality bitch.  Moves 

sufficiently well.  A little wide in front coming towards me.  Well schooled and handled.  Shame she 

left her coat at home.  

Exc 4AKK CK 

Kathimer's Coco Chanel 02532/08, 04/01/08, Tricolour E: Johansen, Kathrin Og Knut-Inge O: 

Johansen Kathrin Og Knut-Inge, 8100 Misvær (N UCH Lythwood Scrumpy Jack - N FIN UCH Kelroe's 

Fabolous Attention) Five year old tricolour, who is profusely coated.  Head is clean, smooth and one 

piece, well rounded foreface, enough stop and flat skull.  Almond shaped and correctly placed eye 

and although would benefit from being a shade darker she has a sweet and feminine expression and 



excellent pigmentation. Earset and carriage excellent.  Sufficient underjaw.  Very slight droop to 

nose, but this doesn’t detract in any way.  Elegant length of neck, enhanced by full white collar.  

Pleasing upper arm and shoulder.  A little round in rib but excellent depth to chest.  Well 

proportioned.  Would prefer a cleaner topline, but elegant sweep over loin.  Sufficient angulation to 

rear.  Tailset correct,  but would benefit from a touch more length.  Would benefit from losing some 

weight as she is quite loaded over the shoulders.  Beautiful type and quality bitch.  Covers the ground 

efficiently  well.  Is a little wide when coming towards me, but this will improve when she loses some 

weight.  Super breed type.  Full of quality.  

Exc CK 
Tiakaro's Freya Dark Jewel 03338/08, 20/01/08, Tricolour E: Gunn Brekne Hallgrimsen, Thor 
Hallgrimsen O: Hallgrimsen Gunn Brekne Og Thor, 3060 Svelvik (Shelridge Starmaker - Tiakaro's 

Aglaia Dark Jewel) Five year old tricolour who is inbetween coats at present.  Head is clean, refined 
and balanced.  Would benefit from perhaps a touch more fill to foreface.  Enough stop with flat skull.  
I would prefer a darker eye for perfection, but it is correctly shaped and well placed.  Neat earset and 
carriage.  Pleasing underjaw.  Quality head with pleasing expression.  Pleasing length of neck with 
good forechest, upper arm and well laid shoulder. Well rounded bone gives correct substance for 
size.  Pleasing ribs with excellent depth to chest.  Balanced all through and in proportion, with 
pleasing topline and elegant sweep over loin.  Sufficient angulation to rear and would prefer a little 
more definition to hock joint.  Tailset okay but would benefit from a little more length.  Lacking coat 
at present but what she has is of pleasing texture and fits her well.  Change of coat will benefit her 
greatly.  Pleasing shape and a quality bitch overall.  Covers the ground with easy and efficient action.  
Feminine girl of quality.   
 

Exc CK 

N A(H)CH Lundecock's Glass Slipper S48938/2006, 07/06/06, Sobel/Hvit E: Haakensen, Inger Og 

Bjørnar O: Andersson, Johnny, Sverige (S UCH Edglonian Strollingnomadoflochkaren - FIN EST UCH 

NV-08 Lundecock's Waterlily) Seven year old red sable, who looks younger for her years.  Quality 

head, balanced and refined.  Stop breaks a touch low, but skull is flat.  Eye is well shaped and 

correctly placed, but would benefit from being a shade darker.  Excellent pigmentation which 

enhances a sweet expression.  Earset and carriage correct with sufficient underjaw.  Pleasing length 

of neck with sufficient upper arm and shoulder.  Excellent depth to chest and well ribbed.  Balanced 

all through and lovely shape in profile.  Pleasing angulation to rear.  I would prefer a cleaner topline 

but she has an elegant sweep over the loin.  Sufficient bone gives enough substance for size.  Correct 

oval feet with flexible pasterns.  Tailset okay but would benefit from a little more length.  Pleasing 

bitch of quality.  Movement efficient once settled.  A little reluctant to make the best of herself 

today.   

Exc CK  

Mellsjøhøgda's Beyond Belief NO37201/11, 07/03/11, Sobel E: Tangnes, Sissel O: Tangnes Sissel, 

Olsen Johannes, 2608 Lillehammer (Jefsfire Dean Martin - Mellsjøhøgda's Dash O' Zurprize) Two 

year old red gold sable who has come today in her underwear, but this accentuates her lovely shape.  

Up to size but well proportioned and balanced all through.  Smooth, quality head which is little narrow 

at present and needing fill to foreface but this will come with maturity.  Earset and carriage correct.  

Would benefit from a touch more definition in underjaw.  Dark, well shaped and placed eye, enhanced 

by dark pigmentation which gives a sweet expression.  Elegant length of neck with pleasing upper arm 

and well laid shoulder.  Correct bone for size.  Well ribbed with pleasing depth to chest.  Level topline 

with pleasing angulation to rear.  Would prefer a little more definition to hock joint.  Tail low set and of 

excellent length.  Coat is richly coloured and of pleasing texture and what she has is well presented.  A 



little unsettled on the table and on the move today but stands and shows well when she makes the 

effort.  Pleasing type overall.   

Exc CK 
Flinthaug Carmencita In Blue NO36076/11, 04/02/11, Blue Merle E: Vasveen, Torill Turin O: 
Christiansen Nina, 1283 Oslo (N SLO UCH NORDJV-07 Lundecock's Hit-And-Run - Flinthaug 

Chiquita Lady In Blue) Two year old BM of pleasing type and size.  Pleasing head qualities, smooth, 
balanced and refined with flat skull.  Dark, correctly placed eye gives sweet feminine expression.  
Sufficient underjaw.  Missing upper right P3.  Neat earset and carriage.  Pleasing length of neck.  
Sufficient upper arm and shoulder.  Correct ribs with excellent depth to chest.  Balanced and in 
proportion with well bent stifle and well defined hock joint.  Tailset low and tail of correct length.  
Inbetween coats at present but base colour is clear silvery blue and colour well broken but texture a 
touch soft.  Will benefit from a change of coat.  Pleasing bitch overall.  Covers the ground adequately 
with drive from the rear.  A little high stepping in front.  Super showgirl.  Lots to like about her.   
 

Exc 

Chesslike Bella Donna NO30393/09, 22/11/08, Sobel E: Hoem, Oddbjørg/Monsholm, Reidun O: 

Monsholm Reidun Og Ida Linn, 6017 Ålesund (GB FR N UCH Anakin Skywalker Jedi De Mayerling - 

Playtime's Made In Paris) Four year old red sable of pleasing shape and size.  Head is balanced and 

refined with pleasing stop and flat skull.  Would benefit from a little more fill to foreface and cheeks, but 

very pleasing underjaw.  Earset a little low, but excellent carriage.  Eye of pleasing shape and well 

placed with excellent pigmentation today, a little watery today and shows some tear staining which 

marrs expression slightly (unfortunately has pollen allergy today), but pleasing type.  Very elegant 

length of neck with pleasing forechest, upper arm and shoulder.  Bone is sufficient for size.  Correctly 

ribbed and nicely proportioned.  Attractive shape in profile. Pleasing angulation to rear.  Topline okay 

with sweep over loin.  Tailset okay but would benefit from a touch more length.  Feet correctly shaped.  

In fitting coat today, richly coloured and well presented.  Quality exhibit.  Covers the ground in an 

efficient manner.  Lots to like about this girl. 

Exc 
Ace Ventura's Happy Scrappy Heropup NO53406/10, 25/06/10, Sobel/Hvit E: Haakensen, Stine Og 
Bjørnar O: Haakensen Inger Og Jan, 1086 Oslo (Evad Dream Stone Of Lochkaren - N A(H)CH 

Lundecock's Glass Slipper) Red sable bitch of 3 years.  Up to size.  Attractive and typical head, 
balanced and refined.  Dark, correctly shaped and placed eye with excellent pigmentation giving 
sweet feminine expression.  Earset and carriage correct.  Sufficient underjaw.  Skull flat.  Pleasing 
length of neck.  Excellent forechest.  Pleasing upper arm and shoulder but a little out at elbow on the 
left.  Rounded bone gives perfect substance for size.  Good ribs.  Correct depth of chest.  A little over 
long in body and I would prefer a cleaner topline.  Rear angulation is sufficient, hock perhaps a little 
high.  Tailset and length correct.  Coat well fitting but a little soft in texture.  Beautiful rich colour.  
Nice type.  Covers the ground well with smooth and easy action.  Good showgirl.  Very well handled.  
Lots to like about her. 
 
Exc 
Orreknuppen's Bianca NO37460/09, 24/02/09, Sobel E: Krogstad, Inger O: Krogstad, Inger, 2657 

Svatsum (Karmell's X-File - Orreknuppen's Urda) Four and a half year old shaded sable who is up to 
size.  Pleasing head which is balanced and refined.  Perhaps needs a touch more fill to foreface for 
perfection. Stop clean and skull flat.  Eye well placed and with excellent pigmentation.  Would prefer 
a darker eye, but still maintains a sweet expression.  Lacking in underjaw.  Earset a little wide, but 
carriage okay.  Elegant length of neck.  Pleasing forechest, upper arm and shoulder.  Well rounded 
bone gives perfect substance for size.  Correctly shaped feet with flexible pasterns.  Correct ribs with 
excellent depth to chest.  Well proportioned.  Would prefer a cleaner topline but pleasing angulation 
to rear.  Tailset okay but would benefit from a touch more length.  Fitting coat of excellent texture, 
but has a slight wave at present – will benefit from a new coat.  Shapely bitch.  Covers the ground 
efficiently well with excellent drive from the rear.  Good show girl. 



 
Exc 
Kelroe's Real Black Velvet 13273/07, 23/05/07, Tricolor E: Berg, Vigdis O: Simonsen Elvy/ Sivertsen 

Anne Lise, 4621 Kristiansand S (INT NORD UCH GB UCH EUVW-11 VWW-11 NV-06-08-10 W-06 

KBHV-06 NORDV-08 SV-09 VWW-10 Edglonian The Real Mc Coy - Sunland's I Am A Beach Queen) 

Six year old tricolour who is up to size.  Head is balanced and refined with enough stop and flat skull.  

Rounded foreface.  Neat earset and carriage.  Eye a little full but is well placed.  Would prefer a 

darker eye, but has excellent pigmentation.  Would benefit from a little more definition of underjaw.  

Slight droop to nose but clean head overall.  Elegant length of neck with excellent forechest, upper 

arm and shoulder.  A little narrow in rib and would prefer a touch more bone for size, but is not fine 

in any way.  Toeing in slightly in front.  A touch over long in body and would prefer a slightly cleaner 

topline,  but she has pleasing angulation to rear with well defined, low set hock joint.  Correct tailset 

which would benefit from a touch more length.  Correctly shaped feet that would benefit from some 

trimming.  Inbetween coats at present.  Coat has a slight wave but colour generally good.  Pleasing 

shape overall.  Covers the ground efficiently and easily.  An attentive show girl.   

Exc 
Leeland Rosemary NO30638/11, 09/12/10, Sobel E: Olsen, Anne Britt Westlund O: Lie Aud Jorun, 

Lie Helge,1472 Fjellhamar (Mellsjøhøgda's Quite A Dancer - Leeland Yummy Rose) Two and a half 

year old red gold sable who is in her underwear today! Head is balanced but a little narrow all 

through.  She would benefit from some fill under the eyes and in the foreface.  Beautiful dark, 

almond shaped and well placed eye with excellent pignmentation which gives a very sweet 

expression. Correct earset and carriage.  Would prefer a touch more stop, but skull is flat.  Would 

benefit from more definition of underjaw.  Adequate neck.  Pleasing forechest, upper arm and 

shoulder.  Well ribbed with excellent depth to chest.  Well balanced and in proportion with correct 

topline and elegant sweep over loin. Pleasing angulation to rear with well defined low set hock.  Low 

tailset of correct length.  Pleasing type.  Covers the ground easily and efficiently.  Super showgirl.  

Exc 
Tiakaro's J'adore NO53619/10, 03/08/10, Sobel/Hvit E: Hallgrimsen Gunn Og Thor O: Hallgrimsen 

Gunn Brekne Og Thor, 3060 Svelvik (INT N SLO LUX BG MK MD UCH Mellsjøhøgda's Zuper 

Zurprize - Tiakaro's Dea Dior) Red gold sable of just under three years.  Head clean and refined, 

lacking slightly in stop but skull is flat enough.  Just needs to fill slightly in foreface but this will come 

in time.  Dark almond shaped eye with excellent pigmentation.   Pleasing for type.  Would prefer a 

touch more definition to underjaw, but not lacking.  Neat earset and carriage.  Pleasing neck.  

Sufficient upper arm and shoulder.  Enough bone to give correct substance for size.  Well ribbed and 

with excellent depth to chest.  Balanced and in proportion and shapely in profile.  Topline pleasing.  

Sufficient angulation to rear.  Hock joint is low set.  Tailset correct but would benefit from a touch 

more length.  Inbetween coats at present, but what she has is well fitting and of excellent texture, 

richly coloured and presented well.  Pleasing breed type.  Covers the ground efficiently well when 

settled.  Well handled.   

Exc 
Croft's Magic Of Love 29164/08, 03/11/08, Sobel E: Vistad, Liv-Jorun Hovda O: Carlsen A/ Feijen C/ 

Andersen J/ Torgerssen K A/ Tangen W Og T, 2164 Skogbygda (N DK HR SLO UCH Croft's Brown 

Sugar - Croft's Wild Wine) Four and a half year old red gold sable of pleasing size.  Head is clean and 

balanced.  Possesses good breed type.  Perhaps would benefit from some fill in foreface and a  little 

more stop. Skull flat.  Earset and carriage correct.  Eye is a little full but well placed and expression is 



enhanced by dark pigmentation.  Sufficient underjaw.  Has some missing teeth.  Pleasing neck and 

forechest.  Sufficient upper arm and shoulder.  Well ribbed and has excellent depth to chest.  

Correctly proportioned with pleasing topline.  Correct angulation to rear with well defined and low 

set hock joint.  Tailset is a little high and would benefit from a touch more length.  Quality bitch 

overall.  Coat  is rich in tone and fits her well, a little soft but presented beautifully.  Moves 

adequately.  Very proud of her tail which spoils her outline somewhat on the move and when 

standing, but still a quality girl but with lots to like.    

Exc 
Yuwang's Aila To Ingivito NO35712/11, 25/02/11, Tricolour E: Ingrid Anne Vestnes, Else Kravik O: 

Myklebust Arild & Marianne, 6240 Ørskog (N UCH Ingivito's Mr Luke Skywalker - Ingivito's Kaia To Yu 

Wang) Two year old tricolour who is up to size.  Beautiful shape in profile.  Head balanced and 

refined.  Eye is a little full but is well placed and she has excellent dark pigmentation, which gives a 

sweet, feminine expression.  Sufficient stop.  Flat skull. Well rounded foreface.  Pleasing underjaw.  

Earset a touch wide but ear carriage correct.  Elegant length of neck.  Sufficient upper arm and 

shoulder.  Beautiful rounded bone gives correct substance for size.  Correctly proportioned with 

excellent topline and elegant sweep over loin.  Pleasing bend of stifle with low set hock joint.  Low 

set tail of correct length.  A change of coat will benefit her greatly as colour is now fading, but coat is 

well fitting, if a little soft.  Quality girl overall.  Efficient and easy movement.  Makes the most of her 

many virtues.  Lots to like about her.   

Exc 
Snabswood Seventh Heaven KCAM01976701, 19/04/11, Sobel/Hvit E: Holmen, Trude O: 

Fitzsimons, Mrs J, Storbritannia (Snabswood Soulmate - Snabswood Summer Love) Two year old 
shaded sable of pleasing size.  Clean head properties, but lacking a little in stop, though skull in flat 
and foreface well rounded.  Pleasing underjaw.  Correct earset and carriage.  Correct almond shaped 
eye which is well placed and expression is enhanced by dark pigmentation.  I would prefer a little 
more femininity in outlook.  Excellent length of neck.  Pleasing forehand angulation with correct bone 
and substance for size.  Well balanced all through with well bent stifle and well defined, low set hock.  
Low set tail which would just benefit from a touch more length.  Quality girl.  Movement smooth and 
efficient, covering the ground well.  Attentive showgirl. 
 
VG 
La-Min-So's Cornelia NO49052/10, 29/06/10, Sobel E: Bøen, Monica Røthe Og Rune O: Berg, 

Vigdis, 2770 Jaren (La-Min-So's Such A Charmer - La-Min-So's Inka Maya) Three year old shaded 

sable, profusely coated and onthe smaller side.  Head balanced.  Would benefit from more fill in 

foreface.  Enough stop, just needs to flatten in skull.  Eye is well placed but a little full.  Excellent 

pigmentation.  Would benefit from a slightly darker eye.  Earset and carriage very neat.  Lacking in 

neck.  Upper arm and shoulder sufficient.  Well ribbed and has good depth to chest.  Pleasing 

proportions which are correct for her size.  Excellent topline with sufficient angulation to rear.  

Tailset and length correct.  Neat oval feet that would benefit from a little trimming.  In full coat, 

which is a little soft in texture but beautifully presented.  Pretty girl.  Covers the ground adequately 

well.  Shows well when concentrating on the job.   

VG 
La-Min-So's Coral Lula NO49051/10, 29/06/10, Sobel E: Berg, Vigdis/Hagen, Lene B. O: Berg, 

Vigdis, 2770 Jaren (La-Min-So's Such A Charmer - La-Min-So's Inka Maya) Three year old dark 

shaded sable.  Up to size.  Head balanced and in proportion to size.  Rounded foreface, perhaps a 

little fill needed around cheeks.  Lacking a little in stop and skull recedes slightly, but is flat.  Eye a 



little full but is dark and well placed with excellent pigmentation.  Excellent earset and carriage.  

Pleasing underjaw.  Beautiful clean and strong teeth.  Sufficient neck, upper arm and shoulder.  

Enough bone to give correct substance for size.  A touch narrow in rib but with excellent depth to 

chest.  Well proportioned with very well turned stifle.  Hock perhaps a touch high.  Tailset low, would 

benefit from a touch more length.  Inbetween coats at present, but what she has fits her well and the 

texture is very good.  A shapely bitch.  Covers the ground efficiently with easy action.  Super showgirl 

and very attentive to handler.   

VG 
Leeland Make A Wish 01342/08, 13/12/07, Sobel E: Lie, Aud J./Withbro, T/Baarlid, H O: Lie Aud 
Jorun, Lie Helge, 1472 Fjellhamar (N UCH Lythwood Scrumpy Jack - N A(H)CH Leeland Moonshine) 

Five year old shaded sable who is well up to size.  Head refined and balanced.  Would benefit from a 
little more stop and a touch more fill to foreface.  Skull flat.  Eye a little full but well placed.  Would 
benefit from a darker eye, but has attractive pigmentation.  Earset a little wide but carriage excellent.  
Pleasing underjaw.  Excellent strong, clean teeth.  Elegant length of neck.  Sufficient upper arm with 
well laid shoulder.  Well ribbed with excellent depth to chest.  Balanced and in proportion.  Would 
prefer a cleaner topline but has elegant sweep over loin.  Correct rear angulation with well defined 
hock joint, if a little high.  Well rounded bone gives correct substance for size.  Tailset a little high and 
would benefit from a touch more length.  In good coat and condition with pleasing texture to coat.  
Excellent presentation.  Covers the ground adequately well with good drive from the rear but a little 
close coming towards me.  Well handled.   
 
VG 
Poulsgaards Just Heart Of Gold DK02984/2011, 13/02/11, Sobel/Hvit E: Nilsen, Terje O: 

Poulsgaard, Tove Winckler, Danmark (DKCH KBHV-11 Poulsgaards Classic Design - DK CH 

Poulsgaards Take My Heart) Two and a half year old shaded sable who is up to size.  Head smooth, 

clean and balanced with correct stop and flat skull.  Almond shaped dark eye which is well placed.  

Excellent pigment helps to give sweet expression.  I would prefer her to be a little more feminine in 

outlook.  Pleasing underjaw.  Elegant length of neck with sufficient upper arm and shoulder.  Well 

ribbed with excellent depth to chest.  A little over long in body but topline pleasing with elegant 

sweep over loin.  Correct angulation to rear.  Tailset and length are correct.  Strong, well rounded 

bone gives correct substance for size.  Coat is well fitting and of very pleasing texture, rich in tone.  

Easy and efficient movement with excellent drive.  Lots to like about her, just wish she was more 

feminine.  

VG 
Mellsjøhøgda's Keep The Dream 25639/08, 03/10/08, Sobel E: Haugsdal, Lisbeth/Hansen, Bjørn E. 

O: Tangnes Sissel, Olsen Johannes, 2608 Lillehammer (Jefsfire Story Teller - Mellsjøhøgda's Electra) 

Red gold sable of four and a half years.  Of near ideal size.  Head clean, balanced, with correct stop 

and flat skull, rounded foreface and pleasing underjaw.  Eye is a little full but well placed and with 

excellent dark pigmentation.  Ears a little large, set slightly low but carriage is okay.  Pleasing neck 

with sufficient upper arm and shoulder.  A little out at elbow.  Well ribbed and good depth to chest.  

In proportion with pleasing angulation to rear.  Hock is a little high but is well defined.  Would prefer 

a cleaner topline.  Tailset a little high and would benefit from a touch more length.  Sufficient bone 

for size.  Correct oval feet and flexible pasterns.  Coat is richly coloured and of pleasing texture, but 

currently has wave to it.  Pretty girl.  Movement quite hurried and is a little anxious today.  Shows 

well when settled.   

VG 



Laguna Blue Z Dáblovy Studánky CMKU7842/09, 31/10/09, Blue Merle E: Johnsen Ragnhild Og Alf 

Inge O: Svobodova, Mlada, Tsjekkia (Tiakina The Crown Prince - Blueberry Shandy Balambi) Three 
year old BM who is up to size.  Coat of excellent colour.  Head is refined but lacks a little in stop and 
skull recedes slightly.  Well placed eye but a little masculine in outlook.  Earset and carriage neat.  
Would benefit from some fill in foreface and under eyes.  Pleasing underjaw.  Excellent reach of neck.  
Pleasing forechest, upper arm and shoulder.  Strong, well rounded bone and is in proportion to her 
size.  Balanced in profile.  Would prefer a cleaner topline.  Pleasing angulation to rear.  Low set hock 
joint. Tailset a little high and would benefit from a touch more length.  Correct oval shaped feet and 
flexible pasterns. Coat is well fitting and pleasing texture, enhanced by full white collar, but has a 
slight wave at present.  Easy, smooth and efficient movement. She has virtue but there is just too 
much of her.   
 

Championklasse Tispe 
 

Exc 1CHKK CK 
BG MK MD UCH Mellsjøhøgda's Just Irresistible 25065/08, 25/09/08, Blue Merle E: Johannessen, 

Ann-Cathrin O: Tangnes Sissel, Olsen Johannes, 2608 Lillehammer (Blackside The Moon De 

Mayerling - Mellsjøhøgda's Gotta Blue) Four year old BM of pleasing size and shape.  Head clean and 

refined with rounded foreface.  Lacks a little in stop.  Skull flat.  Well shaped and placed eye with 

excellent pigmentation, giving sweet, feminine expression.  Neat earset and carriage.  Sufficient 

underjaw.  Pleasing neck.  Excellent upper arm and shoulder.  Well ribbed with excellent depth to 

chest.  Correctly proportioned with excellent topline.  Stifle is correctly angulated with hock joint well 

let down.  Tailset is correct and tail is of good length.  Inbetween coats at present, but ground colour 

is clear silvery blue and in the main well broken.  Texture a little soft.  Quality bitch.  Correct bone 

and substance for her size.  Movement was smooth and efficient, covering the ground well.   

Exc 2CHKK CK 
N UCH Maryville Melissa From Herds KCAL00393401, 28/10/09, Sobel/Hvit E: Monsholm, Reidun 

O: Hughes, J. H. P., Storbritannia (Japaro Dream Design At Simcourt - Maryville Northern Star) Three 

year old shaded sable bitch of pleasing type and size.  Quality head, smooth and refined, well 

balanced with dark, well placed and shaped eye, enhanced by excellent dark pigmentation.  Neat 

earset and carriage and pleasing underjaw.  Elegant length of neck.  Pleasing upper arm and 

shoulder.  Enough bone to give correct substance for her size.  Correct rib with pleasing depth to 

chest.  Well proportioned with excellent topline.  Sufficient angulation to rear.  Would prefer more 

definition to hock joint.  Tailset okay, but would benefit from a touch more length.  Correct oval 

shaped feet with flexible pasterns.  Quality bitch of lovely breed type.  Moved sufficiently well when 

settled.  Attentive showgirl.  Well handled and presented.   

Exc 3CHKK CK 
N UCH Mainland's Dream N Tell NO51680/10, 19/07/10, Sobel/Hvit E: Ek, Eva Og Arvid O: Olsen 

Finn Helge, 3179 Åsgårdstrand (N UCH Sheldon Smart Design - INT SE N UCH Japaro Show N Tell) 

Three year old shaded sable, up to size.  Head smooth, balanced and one piece.  Dark, almond 

shaped and correctly placed eye gives very sweet expression, enhanced by excellent pigmentation.  

Lacking a little in stop but skull is flat.  Sufficient underjaw.  Earset a little low, but carriage is correct.  

Pleasing length of neck, upper arm and shoulder.  Correct amount of bone gives perfect substance 

for size.  Well ribbed and excellent chest.  Correctly proportioned with pleasing angulation to rear.  

Pleasing topline with elegant sweep over loin.  Tailset okay but would benefit from a little more 

length.  Coat is well fitting and of pleasing texture.  Presented beautifully.  A bitch of quality, just wish 

she was a bit smaller.  Covers the ground easily with smooth and free action.  Lovely breed type.  



Exc 4CHKK CK 
BG RO UCH Microgården's Right On NO46632/09, 31/12/08, Tricolour E: Johannessen, Ann-
Cathrin O: Johannessen Ann-Cathrin, 1892 Degernes (Degallo The Likely Lad - Orean Rose Royal) 

Four year old tricolour of excellent make and shape.  Head balanced and refined.  Lacking a touch of 
stop and skull recedes very slightly, but foreface well rounded and has pleasing underjaw.  Well 
placed dark eye, enhanced by excellent pigmentation.  Earset and carriage neat.  I would prefer her 
to be a little more feminine.  She excels in construction with excellent neck, upper arm and shoulder.  
A little out at elbow on the left.  Well ribbed and good depth to chest.  Excellent topline and elegant 
sweep over loin.  Well turned stifle with clean cut hock joint.  Tail set low and of correct length.  A 
touch over long in body, but super shape in profile.  Excellent efficient movement, covering the 
maximum amount of ground with the minimum of effort.  Quality girl with lots of virtue.   
 

Veteranklasse Tispe 
 

Exc 1VETKK CK 4BTK BIRveteran 12p veteran 19p 
INT NORD SLO FI UCH NORDV-02-04 NORDUV-02 VWW-10 NV-10 Imajan's Joyful Ferrari 

10728/01, 02/05/01, Sobel/Hvit E: Olavesen Grete/ Rilatt Paul O: Johansen Jan S Og Ingrid M, 1613 

Fredrikstad (INT NORD FIN CH NORDV-00 SV-01 Cronys Red Rumour - N UCH Imajan's La Gioia 

Ferrari) Twelve year old red gold sable, presented in sparkling condition.  Head is still clean and 

refined.  Stop breaks a touch low but skull is flat.  Earset and carriage excellent.  Dark, well shaped 

and placed eye, gives sweet expression.  Pleasing underjaw.  Elegant length of neck.  Sufficient upper 

arm and well laid shoulder.  Pleasing, well rounded bone gives correct substance for size.  Well 

ribbed.  Excellent topline.  Well turned stifle with low set hock joint.  Tailset correct and length just to 

hock.  Coat in excellent condition and of good length.  Presented immaculately.  A quality bitch who 

retains many of her virtues.  Covers the ground so smoothly and efficiently with the greatest of ease, 

holding her level topline.  Top quality girl.   

Exc 2VETKK 3p veteran 
N ACH N UCH Ingivito's Dixie 17344/00, 31/07/00, Tricolour E: Vestnes, Ingrid Anne O: Vestnes 

Ingrid Anne Og Harald, 6013 Ålesund (N UCH St. Kilda's Great Attraction - Lyrical Daisy You Do It) 

Tricolour of just under 13 years.  Up to size but is shapely in profile.  Head is still clean and refined 

with enough stop and flat skull. Earset and carriage excellent.  Well rounded foreface.  Sufficient 

underjaw.  Eye is a little full but is well placed and expression is enhanced by dark pigmentation.  

Elegant length of neck.  Sufficient upper arm and shoulder.  Correct ribs and well proportioned all 

through.  Losing her topline a little, but in very good shape for age.  Sufficient angulation to rear.  

Tailset is correct, just lacking a little in length.  Retains correct substance for size.  In excellent coat of 

good length, colour could be better but happy to forgive this, bearing her age.  Not moving so well 

today in front, but still covers the ground with such easy action.  Still such an attentive showgirl 

making the most of her virtues.   

 
Oppdretterklasse 

 
1OPPDK HP 
Mellsjøhøgda E: Tangnes, Sissel, Olsen Johs deltok med følgende hunder: 
 
BG RO UCH ROGR BGGR UCH  
Mellsjøhøgda's Copper Zurprize   Exc 1CHKK CK  
Mellsjøhøgda's Just A Flirt    Exc 4JKK 
Mellsjøhøgda's Beyond Belief    Exc CK 
BG MK MD UCH Mellsjøhøgda's Just Irresistible Exc 1CHKK CK 
 



26, 46, 68, 75.  Well matched group, consisting of three richly coloured sables and one nicely 

coloured BM.  Very similar with excellent breed type.  Pleasing eye and expression in all dogs.  Good 

presentation.  Handled well with most covering the ground well.  Quality group.   

2OPPDK HP 
Microgården E: Johannessen, Ann-Cathrin deltok med følgende hunder: 
 
Microgården's Maharaja    Exc CK 
CZ N UCH Microgården's Super Trouper  Exc 2CHKK CK 
Microgården's Smart Move    Exc 2AKK CK 
BG RO UCH Microgården's Right On   Exc 4CHKK CK 
 

22, 27, 72, 74.  Very well matched group for type, size and construction.  Excellent rich tan markings 

and intense black on tricolours.   All well handled, moving at similar speed and covering the ground 

well.  Pleasing presentation in all dogs.  Quality group.   

3OPPDK HP 
La-Min-So, E: Berg, Vigdis deltok med følgende hunder: 
 
La-Min-So's Count On Me    Exc 1AKK CK ResCERT 2BHK 
La-Min-So's Such A Charmer    Exc 
La-Min-So's Girl Power    Exc 
La-Min-So's Cornelia     VG 
 

15, 17, 37, 52. Fairly well matched group, consisting of one BM, two tricolours and one sable.   Size 

varies slightly but all similar for shape.  Three of the group in good quality coat and condition with 

one lacking coat.  Superbly handled and presented.  All moving efficiently.    

 

 


